UT Auxiliary Enterprises Recreation Center
7779 Knight Road, 713-500-8420

Directions from 610 South:
Exit Fannin and go north towards Reliant Center. Turn right at Holly Hall. Turn left at Knight Rd. Stay on Knight for approx. 1/4 mile - and the Recreation Center is on the right. There is a large TMC Entrance 54 sign on the right before the Bob Smith Research Building. Follow the road and the Recreation Center entrance and the parking lot is on the right. There is an overflow parking lot on the left side.

Directions from Downtown:
Take Fannin south until you cross Old Spanish Trail (OST) After crossing OST, remain in the left lane. This lane merges into Knight Road. The Recreation Center entrance is on the left after passing the UT Police and the Bob Smith Research Building at the TMC Entrance 54 sign, but before the UT apartments. Follow the road and the Recreation Center and the parking lot is on the right. There is an overflow parking lot on the left side.